Recent advances in the management of mantle cell lymphoma.
This review will discuss the most recent literature regarding frontline therapy, treatment of patients not eligible for intensive chemotherapy, and novel agents for relapsed/refractory patients with mantle cell lymphoma (MCL). Longer follow-up of previously studied intensive regimens still demonstrates encouraging results, but late relapses are still evident. Consolidation and maintenance strategies continue to be attractive options to be explored in this disease that is characterized by frequent relapses and short remissions. The combination of bendamustine-rituximab was demonstrated to be noninferior and less toxic to R-CHOP and should be considered the new standard of care for elderly patients. Multiple novel agents directed towards different molecular targets like BTK, mTOR, PI3K, HDAC, and BCL-2, involved in the pathogenesis of MCL have shown promising results. Management of MCL still represents a challenge due to heterogeneity of the disease. As we approach the molecular era of oncology, future strategies should focus on combination of newer agents with known effective regimens to improve outcome.